NETFLIX SUPER MONSTERS 2019 PRODUCT COPY
NETFLIX SUPER MONSTERS COLLECTIBLE 4-INCH FIGURES
(HASBRO/ Ages 3 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $7.99/ Available: Now)
Fans of the popular Netflix Original Series can join in on some not-so-spooky adventures with the SUPER
MONSTERS Collectible 4-inch figures! Kids can imagine transporting into the magical realm of adorable monsters
with their very own collection of character figures, including Super Monsters Cleo Graves, Super Monsters
Frankie Mash, Katya Spelling, Drac Shadows, Zoe Walker, Lobo Howler and Spike Gong (each sold separately).
The easy-to-grip 4-inch figures make it simple for little ones to create magical moments of their own as they
imagine themselves playing right along with their favorite Super Monster characters! Available at most major
toy retailers.
NETFLIX SUPER MONSTERS MOON LIGHT PICNIC COLLECTION PACK
(HASBRO/ Ages 3 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99 / Available: Fall 2019)
Sun down, monsters up! Welcome to the world of Super Monsters, where the descendants of the most famous
monsters are learning to control their powers! The Super Monsters series offers little ones their first step into
the fun, funny, not-so-spooky realm of monsters. With delightful storylines based on supernatural abilities and
magical transformations, kids can discover the value of self-control, kindness, respect, and -- most importantly -friendship, laughing along with their favorite characters. These fun toys inspire imaginative play, and kids ages 3
and up can pretend to go on a moonlight picnic with their favorite little monster, werewolf, mummy, dragon,
and witch characters inspired by the Netflix original series! The Moonlight Picnic Collection Pack features 5
figures, including Super Monsters Frankie Mash, Lobo Howler, Super Monsters Cleo Graves, Spike Gong, and
Katya Spelling, plus 2 accessories. Available at most major toy retailers.
NETFLIX SUPER MONSTERS PLUSH TOYS Assortment
(HASBRO/ Ages 3 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $8.99 / Available: Now)
Sun down, monsters up! Welcome to the world of Super Monsters, where the descendants of the most famous
monsters are learning to control their powers! The Super Monsters series offers little ones their first step into
the fun, funny, not-so-spooky realm of monsters. With delightful storylines based on supernatural abilities and
magical transformations, kids can discover the value of self-control, kindness, respect, and -- most importantly -friendship, while laughing along with their favorite characters! Kids can start their own Super Monsters class
with these collectible 7-inch plush toys inspired by the characters on the preschool series seen on Netflix. Plush
dolls include Super Monsters Frankie Mash, Katya Spelling, Zoe Walker, Lobo Howler, Cleo Graves and Drac
Shadows. Soft and snuggly, boys and girls will love collecting them all! (Sold separately.) Available at most major
toy retailers.

